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Julia M. Usher’s Ultimate Cookies
A brand new book from the author of the best-selling Cookie Swap: Creative Treats to Share Throughout the Year! Filled with over 40 wildly creative cookie projects and 20 tempting recipes, Julia M. Usher’s Ultimate Cookies proves that cookies are every bit as show-stopping as cupcakes. Learn to make edible jewelry, Christmas snow globes, Easter baskets, caterpillars, and even breakfast in bed! Young or old, male or female, beginner or decorating whiz, you will find plenty of projects to sweeten every occasion throughout the year.

Step-by-step instructions and over 275 carefully illustrated photos make each project as doable as it is inspirational. Whether you are top-coating, marbling, or rubber-stamping a cookie, Julia’s comprehensive discussion of 15 decorating techniques and other cutting and construction tips will put you at ease.

Delve into a world of cookie magic, with Julia as your expert guide!

$24.99 • 272 pages
full-color with 290 photographs
9 x 10 inches • paperback with flaps
978-1-4236-1934-5 • November 2011

MEET
JULIA M. USHER
Julia M. Usher is a celebrated pastry chef and food writer who has designed extraordinary desserts for such magazines as Better Homes and Gardens, Fine Cooking, Bon Appetit, and Modern Bride, and such books as Vera Wang on Weddings and For the Love of Food. Julia is Contributing Editor at Dessert Professional magazine, a James Beard Foundation Journalism Awards finalist, and President-Elect of the International Association of Culinary Professionals. Her first book, Cookie Swap: Creative Treats to Share Throughout the Year, was a three-time Cordon d’Or Culinary Academy Awards winner. Julia is also author of the popular site juliausher.com, where she regularly shares tips for one-of-a-kind dessert and party design.

JOIN JULIA ONLINE!
juliausher.com
entertaining • baking • musings
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